AN INTERDISCIPLINARY FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
(FDP) ON RURAL ENGAGEMENT FOR RURAL PROFESSIONALS, [2430 MARCH 2018]
A week-long Interdisciplinary faculty development programme on rural engagement for
Teachers & Rural Professionals organized in the Department of Interdisciplinary Studies,
Institute of Integrated Himalayan Studies in collaboration with the National Council of Rural
Institutes (ICRI), Hyderabad. Prof. Rajinder Singh Chauhan, Vice-Chancellor, Himachal Pradesh
University was the Chief Guest who besides, steering on various perspectives of rural
development underlined the importance of indigenous knowledge and self-sacrifice, which need
to be imbibed in the young professionals opting for rural development. Dr. W. G. Prasanna
Kumar, Chairman, NCRI, Hyderabad, Dr. U. N. Roy, NITTTR, Chandigarh, Sh. Jagat Singh
Jangli and Dr. M. V. Anjali, consultant from NCRI, Hyderabad was the main luminaries present
during the inaugural session. Prof. Arvind Kumar Bhatt, Director, IIHS, welcomed the guests.
He felicitated the dignitaries and briefly introduced about the purpose of faculty development
programme. The unique Faculty Development Programme was very helpful for the participants
to understand the principles of rural management, perspectives of giving and living together,
gender insensitivity, monitoring evaluation as follow-up of various schemes, role of front-line
workers in decision making, accountability and issues of jal, jeevika, jameen and jangal through
eminent scholars.
Dr. Kshama Metre, popularly known as ‘Doctor Didi’, recipient of prestigious ‘Padamshree’,
and National Director of Chinmaya Organization for Rural Development (CORD) delivered the
first keynote address. Dr. W. G. Prasanna Kumar, Chairman, NCRI, Hyderabad, delivered his
keynote address on the importance of rural engagement courses. While taking about the mission
of NCRI, he said that the council is determined to reach almost every village of India in next five
years. Experts from diverse fields of rural development delivered thought-provoking lectures for
the on different themes related to rural development. As many as 30 professionals and teachers
from different institutes of the state are participating in the programme.

